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WHO WE ARE

Danthree is run by Daniel Schuster and is an interior
designer and modeller who attaches importance to
great 3D models.
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WHAT WE ARE DOING

For the visualization community we create 3D models
in different formats for:

SketchUp

Cinema 4D

3ds Max

Not only the 3D model its material and texture are
available for the download at our website.
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AVAILABLE FORMATS
We offer the following export formats:
SketchUp

. skp

3ds Max

.max

Cinema 4D

.c4d

3D Studio

.3ds

Autodesk FBX

.fbx

OBJ

.obj .mtl
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READY TO RENDER

Download

Load

Render

Here at Danthree we create solely the best and the highest quality 3D
models. All of our versatile and contemporary 3D models are provided
with their respective textures. That means that they don’t require virtually any work on your part, aside from inserting them into your preferred 3D program and rendering them.
We are well aware of the patience and a creative drive that all 3D animators must have, in order to achieve the proper rendering. The understanding of the sole process of fixing lighting and producing particular scenes,
as well as the thought and care that it requires, is what constantly pushes
us to improve and diversify our 3D model offer.
Because of the fact that rendering takes a significant amount of time, we
made sure that all of our 3D models are really ready to use. Depending
on the programs and applications you like using, you can opt to render our 3D models through commonly used rendering and stimulation
V-Ray software, or through several individual export format such as cinema 4D, 3Dsmax and SketchUp.
If you are still not convinced in the effectiveness and readiness of our
3D models you can always upload and check out some of our delightfully
stylish FREE 3D models
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In short, we made sure that you get as much as possible
when you opt to buy one of our marvelous 3D Models.
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Our 3D Models are created with seamless texture in high
resolution, and they are available in Diffuse, Displacement,
Specular and Ambient Occlusion. All of these different texture maps are created with a highly advanced UV mapping
process, which creates completely photorealistic 3D Models. Diffuse is most commonly used, and it can be explained as a standard photo you should get if you were to photograph the front of some material. Displacement is used
for contorting the particular mesh when that is required.
Specular is also known as the Reflection map and it states
where the reflection of the light should and should not appear. Lastly, Ambient Occlusion is used for more pronounced
detailing and shadowing.
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All of the 3D Models at Danthree are provided with textures
of high quality. We are well aware of vastness and depth of
the internet and the fact that you have probably encountered lot of second-rate 3D model websites. We have created
our website with numerous stellar features and benefits in
order to ensure you that all of our 3D models truly are textured and made with the highest possible attention to detail.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Modern bed

Dining chair

Wooden bench

Clean & modern sideboard

Cozy chaiselongues

Armchair

Cozy couch

Seater

Leather couch

Wheel chair

Modern leather bed

Modular fabric seat bench

Modern double bed

Modern chair

Round coffee table

Fabric stool

Walnut dining table

Low sideboard

Modern double bed

Bronze side table

Round armchair

Comfortable daybed

Modular couch system

Cozy sofa

Free standing wardrobe

Solid wood coffee table

Outdoor chaise

Low armchair
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Chillout rattan chair

Daybed outdoor furniture

Modern metal coffee table

Aluminium armchair

Armchair with headrest ears

Oval occasional table

Outdoor pool chaise lounge

Outdoor leather armchair

Modern dining table

Armchair with ottomane

Bar / counter stool

Bar / counter stool

Classic wood bench

Cozy modular sofa

Patchwork lounge chair

Modular sofa landscape

Dining table round

Leather relax chair

Two seater couch

Armchair with upholstery

Bed with round headboard

Sofa with high backrest
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Modern bed

with upholstered headboard

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modern bed
with upholstered headboard will be a
prefect central piece in any respective 3D bedroom you might be creating
for your next 3D animation. This lovely
3D bed features soft-looking upholstered headboard in greyish beige color
with satin finish, as well as one cover in
the same color, a white sheet and two
comfy white pillows.
3D model bed with upholstered headboard manages to look both inviting
and trendy, so it will go great with whatever interior design style you might
have in mind.
If you are looking for a modern and
cozy-looking bed to incorporate into
your 3D bedroom, this 3D model is
exactly what you need. All vray materials are textured ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Dining chair
with wire backrest

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model dining chair
with wire backrest can be terrifically
incorporated into your modernly furnished 3D animation interior space. This
3D model features legs designed of
washed wood, white cushion seat, and
rounded white wire backrest. The chair
will also go great as a stylish addition to
your 3D patio or as a sitting solution
for your 3D terrace.
This photorealistic 3D dining chair
with wire backrest will provide your 3D
space with a refreshing and trendy vibe
that only the best pieces of furniture
can.
Its overall design and cozy look make
this 3D model chair exactly what you
need to decorate and furnish your respective 3D space. All vray materials
are textured ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Wooden bench
with accessories

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model wooden
bench with accessories is a great indoor-design piece, but it will also work
well in any 3D garden or concrete patio that needs a dash of freshness and
style.
This lovely and charming 3D piece features a delightful washed-wood bench,
with upholstered edges, a white seating
cushion and a gorgeous white-pattern
vase with a green plant in it.
If you are on a quest to find both seating solution and a decorative 3D model in one, then this splendid piece is
exactly what you need.
With this wonderful 3D model you will
be creating an impression of both serenity and functionality. All v-ray materials are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Clean sideboard
with modern wood frame

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model clean and
modern sideboard with wood frame
will perfectly fit in any vision you night
have, as its simplistic, but innovative
design make it easy to adapt and be
effective at the same time.
This charming 3D piece is modeled in
washed-wood, with two gray front doors, so it will do a great job completing
any monochromatic or eclectic interior
design.
Furthermore, this terrific clean and
modern sideboard with wood frame will
complement currently trendy Nordic
designs, as well as any 3D space that
follows any kind of transitional interior
style. All v-ray materials are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Chaiselongues
or indoor and outdoor

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model cozy chaise
longue for indoor and outdoor is an
interesting piece of furniture that is
effective enough even as a standalone
element in a respective 3D space in
your visualization.
This awesome 3D piece is modeled in
soft-gray shade, with a comfy cushion
on top. The 3D model cozy chaise longue for indoor and outdoor is square
shaped, but it has a relaxed, fluffy look
to it.
It will be perfect to add both casual and
trendy vibe to any 3D space in your
next 3D animation, whether if it’s pool-side area, or a living-room interior.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Armchair

with fabric and wooden frame

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model armchair with
fabric and wooden frame is a modern
and eye-catching sitting solution to
wherever you need it in your respective
3D animation space. Whether you are
going for contemporary minimalistic
or any of the transitional indoor and
outdoor styles, this cozy-looking chair
is exactly what you need.
This lovely 3D model consists of matte
black wooden frame, with cushioned
seating, armrest and backrest area. The
whole model is designed in muted black
tone with just some washed-wood colored details.
In case you are looking for a perfectly
adaptable chair, for both indoor and
outdoor, than this model is exactly
what your 3D animation needs. All
v-ray materials are ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Cozy couch
with round edges

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model cozy couch
with round edges is exactly the central
piece you need to complete the living
room in your next 3D animation. This
stylish and comtemporary poiece of
3D furniture is modeled as a two piece
couch, with four comfy cushions.
This lovely 3D piece is modeled in gray
color, while two of the cushions are
modeled in beige, which adds a sense
of playfulness and comfort to the overall imprssion.
If you are on a quest to find a perfect
seating solution for your 3D animation, this photorealistic 3D piece just
what you need. All v-ray materials are
textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Seater

with ottoman and cushion

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model seater with
ottoman and cushion pattern is a charming 3D model piece of furniture that
will bring casual vibe to any interior
space you might be creating in your
next 3D animation.
This splendid piece consists of a
comfy-looking green chair, with two
gray and black colored cushions on it,
as well as a green ottoman. Both pieces feature wooden legs, and both have
rounded edges which gives them an
inviting and relaxing look.
Complete your interior design with
this marvelous piece of 3D model furniture, and make it look more nonchalant and easygoing. All v-ray materials
are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Leather couch
with cushions

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model leather couch
with cushions will be a great and inconspicuous central seating piece in your
next 3D visualization.
This marvelous 3D piece features leather seating, backrest and armrests,
as well as three cozy-looking cushions.
The 3D leather couch with cushions is
modeled in darker beige shade, which
makes it suitable for any color pattern
you might be using and interior design
style.
Furthermore, the 3D model leather
couch will bring a dash of comfort to
any respective 3D space, but it will also
add a sense of decorum and sophistication with its fine outlines and neutral
look. All v-ray materials are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Wheel chair
with fabric seat

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model office chair
with fabric seat isn’t your classic computer chair as it features tall back rest
and armrest, so it looks very comfy and
inviting.
This lovely 3D piece will fit perfectly
into any respective 3D office or at-home work room. This wonderfully and
practical 3D office chair with fabric
seat has small wheels attached to each
leg so you can move it across your respective 3D space, or it can simply look
professional standing in front of a sleek
office desk.
If you are on a lookout for a perfect office computer chair to complete your
3D space than this marvelous 3D piece is what you need. All v-ray materials
are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Bed

modern leather

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modern leather bed will be a great central piece in
any contemporary bedroom that you
are designing in your 3D animation.
This comfy-looking 3D piece is modeled in pastel beige shades and it comes
with a leather headboard, covers, white
sheet and two soft white sleeping pillows.
This wonderful and stylish 3D modern
leather bed manages to look both chic
and inviting which will create a casual
and easy-going atmosphere in the 3D
bedroom in your animation.
If you are looking for a modern bed
to incorporate into your 3D bedroom
then this 3D model is precisely what
you need. All v-ray materials are textured and ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Seat bench
modular fabric

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modular
fabric seat bench is modeled to be a
wonderful central seating piece in your
respective 3D animation.
This lovely 3D model bench is designed
in pastel shade with wooden legs and a
wooden side table suitable for coffee.
The comfy looking 3D modular fabric
seat bench is comfy-looking with soft
tall back rests and rounded edges, which gives it the relaxing and casual vibe
and makes it perfect for any interior
design style, including rustic and even
Hollywood glam.
If you on a quest to find a stylish seating solution for your next 3D animation, this 3D modular fabric seat bench
might be what you’re looking for. All
v-ray materials are textured and ready
to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Double bed
with bedhead

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modern double bed with a headboard will be a terrific central piece of furniture in the 3D
bedroom in your next animation.
This stylish photorealistic 3D model
piece is modeled with a cozy-looking
mattress, several pillows of different
sizes and colors, as well as a tall, elegant
headboard. Both base of the bed and
headboard are colored in muted gray,
while the covers are white, which creates a lovely contrast, making this bed
fashionable and trendy.
If you are looking for an inviting, but
modern double bed to fit into your 3D
bedroom then this piece is your solution. All v-ray materials are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Lounge chair
modern outdoor & indoor

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modern outdoor & indoor lounge chair is exactly
what you need to bring attention to
any kind of space you might be creating for your next 3D animation. This
lovely and vibrant 3D model piece
features a delightful orange frame,
creating an intricate and eye-catching
design resembling the old-fashioned
outdoorsy straw chairs.
This awesome photorealistic 3D model
modern outdoor & indoor lounge chair
is an attention-grabbing and inviting
chic piece of 3D furniture that will add
a dash of fun to its surroundings.
If you are looking for an interesting seating solution to incorporate into your
3D animation, then this 3D model is
perfect for you.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Coffee table
round with marble top

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model round coffee
table with marble top will be an awesome and chic addition to any 3D seating
area in you next animation.
This fabulously modern piece features
a sleek marble black and white top, and
black legs. The 3D model round coffee
table with marble top will add a sense
of elegance and style into any respective 3D space.
Whether you are going for vibrant
color or neutral tones, or eclectic or
rustic interior design style, this awesome and eye-catching 3D model coffee
table will be perfect fit to accentuate
its surroundings. All v-ray materials are
textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Fabric stool
with armrest

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model fabric stool
with armrest is a wonderful fancy-looking contemporary stool that will
complement any kitchen area, as well
as both interior and exterior bar-areas in your respective 3D visualization.
This splendid 3D model features a
cozy-looking gray fabric seat and black
metal legs. Discreet color combination
makes this 3D model fabric stool with
armrest a terrific addition to any interior design color pattern you might be
using in your 3D animation, as well as
a bar-stool in your exterior 3D animation.
The 3D stool will also go awesomely
with a variety of interior design styles,
especially minimalistic and modern industrial design style. All v-ray materials
are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Dining table
walnut with chrome legs

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model walnut dining
table with chrome legs will be a stylish
touch in any contemporary 3D dining
room or kitchen area in your respective
3D animation. This 3D model features
interesting, tripod-like chrome legs,
and a gorgeous rich walnut top.
The 3D walnut dining table will be a
perfect element in a modern eclectically decorated dining room, but it will
also be a great central piece in any traditionally decorated space as well.
If you are looking for a central piece
to complete your 3D dining area then
this lovely 3D piece might be a perfect
solution for you. All v-ray materials are
textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Low sideboard
out of wood

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model low sideboard
out of wood is created to fit marvelously into any 3D room where extra
storage space is needed. This charming
sideboard is modeled to wit a variety of
styles and color patterns, as it features a black wooden body with a bright
sliding door front. The 3D model low
sideboard out of wood manages to be
simple and adaptable, but also stylish
and elegant at the same time. Black is
often an unexpected color when it comes to furniture, but it is experiencing
a growth in popularity in recent years,
due to the trendy monochromatic designs.
This lovely 3D model will add a fashionable touch wherever in your 3D animation you decide to place it. All v-ray
materials are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Double bed
with a bed head

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modern double bed with a headboard will be a terrific central piece of furniture in the 3D
bedroom in your next animation.
This stylish photorealistic 3D model
piece is modeled with a cozy-looking
mattress, several pillows of different
sizes and colors, as well as a tall, elegant
headboard. Both base of the bed and
headboard are colored in muted gray,
while the covers are white, which creates a lovely contrast, making this bed
fashionable and trendy.
If you are looking for an inviting, but
modern double bed to fit into your 3D
bedroom then this piece is your solution. All v-ray materials are textured
and ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Side table
bronze

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model bronze side
table is a perfect furniture piece to
incorporate some modern and fashionable elegance into your respective 3D
animation.
This lovely photorealistic 3D side table
features bronze frame and interesting
tripod bronze legs. The top of the table
is a vibrantly grey wood, so it will be a
great fit for current Scandinavian interior trends, as well as any other contemporary design you might be going
for in your 3D animated interior.
The interesting design of this lovely 3D
side table will add a dash of style to any
monochromatically designed interior,
but it can also be a perfect addition as a
small coffee table in your 3D garden or
patio. All v-ray materials are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Round armchair
dining chair

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model round armchair & dining chair is a delightful
modern 3D piece of furniture that will
go wonderfully with any interior that
requires an interesting looking seat,
including the dining room area in your
3D visualization.
The 3D model armchair is modeled of
plastic with black legs and seat, and an
interesting transparent back and armrest part. This chic 3D chair will add
an exciting touch of swank elegance to
your 3D animation.
If you are looking for a piece that will
make your 3D space look a little bit
more fun and posh, than our 3D round
armchair & dining chair is a perfect fit
for you.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Daybed

comfortable for outside

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model daybed outdoor furniture is contemporary, laidback piece that will go perfectly both
as a poolside daybed or restful-looking
garden furniture. This particular 3D
piece is modeled to fit any exterior
when it comes to both décor and color. The 3D daybed outdoor furniture
has round grey sides, upholstered with
thick wide braiding. The model also has
a round white comfy-looking seat and
three greyish fluffy pillows. The 3D
daybed will add an inviting and relaxing
vibe to your 3D exterior. Round shape
and neutral colors make this gorgeous
3D model daybed outdoor furniture
a splendid detail in any 3D animation.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Couch system
modeular

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3d model modular couch system will be an excellent central
piece of furniture in your next 3D animation. This stylish contemporary piece of 3D furniture is modeled with an
eye-catching cuboid divided covering
and folds between. The 3D model modular couch system is colored in pale
and dark grey, and it comes with two
additional comfy-looking pillows. This
lovely 3D model also features discreet
black sofa footings, barely visible. The
3D modular couch system also has
two slightly raised armrests, creating
the casual impression of comfort and
relaxation.
This soft-looking and inviting 3D model will be exactly what you need to
create enjoyable looking interior for
your 3D animation. All v-ray materials
are textured.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Cozy sofa
with round shapes

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model cozy sofa with
round shapes is modeled with rounded
shapes and numerous cushions. The
aim of this particular 3D model piece is
to look comfortable and inviting as the
central object of a living room in your
next 3D animation.
The 3D model cozy sofa with round
shapes is colored in neutral grey with
darker cushions, so it will do a splendid
job fitting into any neutral or vibrant
colored 3D space you might intend to
use it for. This particular 3D model is
also a terrific solution for any exterior,
especially gardens and patios in your
3D visualization.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Standing

free standing wardrobe

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model free standing
wardrobe is modeled to be incorporated into the interior of your next 3D
visualization. This particular 3D model
will especially complement hallways
and bedrooms of minimalistic interior
designs, as well as those 3D interiors
where saving space is necessary. This
practical and charming 3D model free
standing wardrobe is modeled in accordance with the newest Scandinavian
interior design trend that is becoming
more and more popular all around the
world. The simple and clean design features matte metal hooks set on three
pale wooden sticks, and it will successfully embellish any kind of 3D animation you might have in mind. Sketchup
and 3ds max formats are textured. The
SketchUp model comes with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Solid wood side
and coffee table

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model solid wood
side and coffee table is modeled to fit
the current comeback of the maximalism on the interior design scene, but it
will also perfectly fit the always trendy
Nordic and minimalistic designs. The
3D model coffee table consists of solid walnut wood frame and legs, as well
as a round glass plate inserted into the
top of the frame. This particular 3D
model piece will bring warmth and domesticated vibe into any 3D interior
you might be modeling for your next
3D visualization. If you are looking for
a piece of furniture to complement any
interior design style, then this lovely
coffee table is just the right 3D model
for you. Sketchup and 3ds max formats are textured. The SketchUp model
comes with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4)
ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Chaise longue
with wheels

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic Outdoor chaise longue, bringing contemporary design
with a twist to any respective exterior. This simplistic but warm chaise
longue resembles that of a late 19th
century, with a modern clean outline
and a minimalistic approach. It consists
of white aluminum frame, with earthy-yellow cushions. The chaise longue also has two wheels conveniently
set at one end, making this marvelous
piece of furniture easy to handle. You
can effortlessly change the position of
the outdoor chaise longue to fit the
particular look of your exterior. This
cozy-looking and conformable piece of
furniture will successfully accentuate
the gorgeous greenery of your garden,
and bring some spirit to your plain concrete terrace as well. It will perfectly
adjust to any visualization you might
create.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Low armchair
and lounge chair

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model low armchair
& lounge chair is an ideal solution for
any living room area, as well as other
unformal areas in your 3D animation
where seating is necessary. This charming 3D model will go with any casual
interior decoration style, especially if it
features a leisurely vibe. The 3D model
low armchair & lounge chair consists of
elegant wooden legs, and a frame made
of neat green metal mash. The exquisite frame is furnished with cozy-looking, muted green cushions. Soft
cushions and high armrests make this
lovely piece look even more appealing
and inviting.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Hanging chair
chillout rattan

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model chillout rattan hanging chair can be used as both
interior and exterior piece of 3D model furniture. This charming 3D piece
will bring a relaxing and modern vibe to
your 3D animation space with its sleek
and captivating design.
The 3D model chillout rattan hanging
chair consists of a dark aluminum base,
which holds a delightful seating basket
braided of white rattan, with a cozy
white cushion in it. This 3D model
piece will look enchanting in your 3D
back yard, as a poolside furniture or as
a cozy touch in your 3D living room.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Daybed
outdoor furniture

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model daybed outdoor furniture is contemporary, laidback piece that will go perfectly both
as a poolside daybed or restful-looking
garden furniture. This particular 3D
piece is modeled to fit any exterior
when it comes to both décor and color. The 3D daybed outdoor furniture
has round grey sides, upholstered with
thick wide braiding. The model also has
a round white comfy-looking seat and
three greyish fluffy pillows.
The 3D daybed will add an inviting
and relaxing vibe to your 3D exterior.
Round shape and neutral colors make
this gorgeous 3D model daybed outdoor furniture a splendid detail in any
3D animation.
All v-ray materials are textured and
ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Coffee table
modern metal

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model modern metal coffee table will be one awesome
addition to any stylish 3D animation.
This lovely 3D model piece resembles
a simple contemporary club table, but
thin filigran table legs give it a note of
sophistication and refinement. The top
of the table is round with a prominent
rim, which makes it look almost like a
tray.
The finish on both the top and the legs
is aluminum white, so this 3D modern
metal coffee table will be easy to fit in
any kind of 3D interior or exterior of
your next 3D visualization.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Armchair

aluminium for interior and exterior

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3d model aluminum armchair for interior and exterior is modeled to fit any 3D animation scenario,
whether if it is indoor or outdoor 3D
scenography. This particular 3D model
aluminum chair is created to be inconspicuous, so it is highly adjustable to
any possible 3D animation.
Discreet lines and simple design, as
well as matte aluminum make this
3D model armchair suitable addition
to any design styles you might have
in mind. You can also choose between
matte black or matte white color, depending of the tone of the 3D space
you are going for.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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3D MODELS CATALOGUE - FURNITURE

Armchair
with headrest ears

3D MODELS

FURNITURE
Photorealistic 3D model armchair with
headrest ears and a pouffe will be a
perfect addition to any kind of relaxing
indoor scenery you might have in mind
for your respective 3D visualization.
This gorgeous 3D model armchair has
a comfy and snug-looking backrest,
as well as stylish headrest with ears.
3D model pouffe looks inviting and
cozy, and matches perfectly with the
armchair. Both 3D model armchair
and pouffe are burgundy-beige color,
which creates a perfect contrast and
elegance.
This 3D model armchair and pouffe set
will add a relaxing and casual touch to
any of your 3D animations. Sketchup
and 3ds max formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Oval table
occasional
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Photorealistic 3D model oval occasional table is modeled to have multiple
functions. This lovely 3D model table
can be just a regular hallway side table,
or a fully functional living room coffee
table, depending on the particular style
with which you are going for in your
3D animation. The 3D model oval occasional table features matte black aluminum metal base and oval marble top.
The 3D model oval occasional table looks chic and modern, but it also manages to look pleasant, solid and purposeful. It will go perfectly with any kind of
scenography you intend to use for your
next 3D animation.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Chaise lounge
outdoor pool
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Photorealistic 3D outdoor chaise pool
lounge is modeled to fit any outdoor
scenography you might have in mind
for your 3D animation, especially if
a pool is included in the respective
3D animation. The 3D model outdoor pool chaise lounge has a rounded
backrest made of pale rattan, while the
comfy-looking white cushion, as well
as two cozy pillows. The 3D model outdoor pool chaise lounge looks modern,
inviting and relaxing at the same time.
This awesome 3D model will be a terrific addition to 3D visualizations that
are characterized by outdoorsy and
breezy scenery, as well as the waterside
3D animations. Sketchup and 3ds max
formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Out. armchair
with steel grid
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Photorealistic 3D outdoor summer
leather armchair with steel grid is modeled to fit any kind of outdoorsy 3D
animation you might be going for. The
3D outdoor summer leather armchair
consists of steel, matte-black frame,
as well as a cozy and daring looking
leather seat. The 3D outdoor chair looks inviting and it will go well with any
garden-greenery or concrete patio you
are creating in your 3D visualization.
The 3D model outdoor summer leather armchair with steel grid features
both relaxing and chic look, so you
can’t go wrong if you opt for it in your
3D animation for interior and exterior.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Dining table
with metal base
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Photorealistic 3D model modern dining table with metal base is a perfect
fit for both indoor and outdoor 3D
scenography in your respective 3D
animation. This lovely 3D model piece has an interesting and colorful top
made of the mixture of walnut and granite. The awesome top gives it a very
chic and up-to-date vibe, while the
simple metal base makes this 3D model dining table look eclectic and solid.
The 3D modern dining table with metal
base is also characterized with traditional rectangle shape, which is always
good when it comes to fitting it into a
certain 3D animation.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Armchair
with ottomane
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Photorealistic 3d armchair with ottoman is modeled to be a perfect addition to both indoor and outdoor spaces you might be creating in your 3D
animation. These marvelous and stylish
3D model pieces consist of discreet
muted-black metal frames, and fluffy
white cushion-like tops. Both armchair
and ottoman feature soft outlines and
cozy vibes, which gives them the particularly relaxing and fresh look.
Whether your 3D animation is simplistic and casual, or dynamic and formal,
these lovely 3D pieces will be a perfect
fit. Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Bar stool

with upholstered headboard
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Photorealistic 3D bar and counter
stool with fabric cover is modeled to
fit any kind of 3D scenery that involves a bar / kitchen. Whether your 3D
animation involver an outdoor, poolside bar, or an indoor luncheon counter, this marvelous 3D model stool is
perfect for it. The 3D bar and counter
stool consists of sleek metal frame,
and a cushy seat made of soft-looking
white fabric. This lovely 3D model bar
and counter stool is also designed to fit
any kind of style you might be going
for with your respective 3D animation,
including eclectic, minimalistic and
sophisticated style.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Bar stool
with metal frame
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Photorealistic 3D model bar/counter
stool with metal frame is modeled to fit
any kind of interior or exterior that you
are creating in your next 3D animation. The 3D model stool is a perfect
fit for both poolside bar and an indoor
kitchen counter. The seat of a 3D model bar/counter stool stands on a sleek
metal frame, resembling copper, while
the seat itself is made of white fabric.
This particular combination gives the
3D model bar/counter stool a dose of
sophistication with a casual touch, which makes it a suitable addition to any
respective style.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Wood bench
with struts
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Photorealistic 3D model classic wood
bench with struts is modeled to fit any
kind of exterior in your 3D animation.
Whether your exterior is featuring a
pool, a garden with lush greenery, or
a fenced concrete patio, this lovely
3D model classic wooden bench with
struts will be a perfect addition. The
3D model bench consists of wooden
frame, as well as a comfy-looking cushioned seat on top.
The 3D model bench has a backrest
and armrest made of wooden struts.
The bench looks both sophisticated
and casual, so it will be a lovely detail in
your next 3D visualization.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Modular sofa
landscape
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Photorealistic 3d model cozy modular
sofa landscape is modeled to be a chic
and eclectic addition in your next 3D
animation. This marvelous and cozy-looking 3D model modular sofa landscape will fit perfectly into minimalistic
and sophisticated interior, but also
chic and contemporary one. This 3D
model piece can be a star of your 3D
visualization on its own, as it is effective
enough to steal the attention wherever
it is placed. If you are looking for an
impressive piece of 3D model furniture to fit your next 3D animation, then
this 3D cozy modular sofa landscape is
exactly what you’re looking for.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Patchwork
lounge chair
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Photorealistic 3D model patchwork
lounge chair is modeled to be a perfect
addition to your next 3D animation
interior or exterior, regardless of the
style. This lovely 3D piece will bring a
casual touch to any interior or exterior 3D visualization you might have in
mind. This great 3D model patchwork
lounge chair consists of elegant dark
wooden frame and a comfy-looking
cushioned seat made of brown leather. The 3D model manages to look
both sophisticated and spontaneous,
so it will bring a relaxing vibe to any
respective 3D space, while it’s neutral
colors will make it match with any shade range in your 3D visualization.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Modular sofa
landscape outdoor & indoor
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Photorealistic 3D modular sofa landscape outdoor & indoor is a very futuristic looking piece of 3D model furniture. The 3D modular sofa was designed
to bring a sense of novelty and fashion-forwardness to any 3D indoor
and outdoor. The 3D model sofa has an
eye-catching rounded design, and it is
covered with soft-looking, grey fabric.
The sofa is seemingly made of separate
sitting areas joint together to create
a unique and innovative sofa. This 3D
model sofa looks impressive and sci-fi
on its own, so it will make any 3D space
animation look exciting and stylish.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Dining table
round for four people
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Photorealistic 3D model round dining
table is a perfect solution for any kitchen or dining room area that you
might create as a part of your 3D visualization. Its round shape and sleek
wooden surface give it a welcoming
and refreshing look. The 3D model
table also has a round metal base colored into discreet cream-white, so it is
in perfect unity with the top surface.
The table is inconspicuous enough to
fit any kind of narrative that you might
have in mind for your 3D visualization.
Download this lovely table to create
and model an impeccable dining area in
your favorite 3D animation. Sketchup
and 3ds max formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Relax chair
leather
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Photorealistic 3D model leather relax
chair was modeled to appeal to any
kind of modern interior that you might
include in your respective 3D animation scenario. The 3D model leather
relax chair has a sleek chrome base,
which gives it an almost sci-fi look. Its
seat has an ergonomic design, with leather finish. Although it looks very chick, this 3D model chair also manages
to look comfortable and inviting.
Regardless of the scenario of your 3D
animation, this 3D model leather relax
chair will be a perfect addition to any
3D interior that you might want to
model. Sketchup and 3ds max formats
are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Seater couch
with buttons
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Photorealistic 3D model 2 seater couch with buttons is a addition to any
stylish 3D space in your respective 3D
animation.
The 3D model couch is perfect for any
kind of set-up that you might have
in mind, whether your 3d animation
include cocktail parties or cozy movie-nights. Its chic but relaxed design,
as well as black color and interesting
upholstery add an extra dash of effectiveness to the eye-catching design
of this awesome 3D model couch. This
3D model piece also showcases very
lively textural elements, adding to its
overall fashionable design.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Armchair

with upholstery for indoor & outdoor
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Photorealistic 3D model armchair with
upholstery for indoor and outdoor is
modeled to add a stylish comfort to
any space in your 3D animation. The
3D model chair consists of a sleek
black metal frame, and a cushy-looking
fabric cover and soft filling. It will fit
perfectly in any kind of 3D animation,
whether the scenography is indoor or
outdoor. The 3D model armchair looks
both inviting and contemporary at the
same time, so it will bring the best of
both worlds to your newest 3D visualization. Even as a single object in your
3D garden this armchair will manage
to look gorgeous and effective enough.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Bed

with round headboard
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Photorealistic 3D model bed with
round headboard was modeled to look
both inviting and supremely comfortable. It’s seeming coziness makes it a
perfect addition to any 3D animation
in which you might need this main
bedroom piece. The bed is modeled
to fulfill all requirements of any 3D
animation scenario, as it includes all of
the needed accessories. The 3D model contains four pillows of different
sizes, a blanket and a sheet. The 3D
model linen looks fresh and soft, and
the mattress is visible high outside the
bed frame, giving it the snug but neat
look. If your 3D animation should include a cushy, high quality 3D model
bed, then tis is the right item for you.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Sofa

with high backrest
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Our Photorealistic 3D model sofa
is modeled to bring cozy flair to any
respective 3D animation you might
aim to create. It’s high backrest and
comfortable-looking cushions are
modeled to warmth to any 3D space.
However, the 3D models sofa’s strict
lines and geometrical outline can also
add seriousness and sense of solemnity to any 3D visualization you might
have in mind. The 3D model sofa is
sophisticatedly grey, with black aluminum frame and soft-looking fabric.
It contains three fluffy pillows in different shades of grey, making this 3D
model sofa modernly monochromatic.
This contemporary 3D model piece
will go perfectly with any 3D space
you might decide to model. Sketchup
and 3ds max formats are textured. The
SketchUp model comes with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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White wash basin

Shower set

Washbasin with faucet

Freestanding round bathtub
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Wall mounted wc pan

Floor mount bathtub faucet

Soap dispenser bottle
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Wash basin
with a round shape
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Photorealistic 3D model white wash
basin with a round shape is a splendid
piece that will complement the any 3D
bathroom you are modeling.
This lovely 3D piece features gentle
round outlines, and it is modeled in sleek white, so it will do justice to whatever color arrangement you might have
in mind.
This lovely 3D model white wash basin
with a round shape is both inconspicuous and effective, but it will also add
a sense of practicality and purposefulness to the bathroom area in your 3D
visualization.
If you are looking for fashionable, but
neutral bathroom equipment, this 3D
model should definitely be on your list
of purchases.
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Shower set
black for wall installation
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Photorealistic 3D model shower set
black for wall installation is exactly
what you need to complete your 3D
bathroom modeling.
This lovely 3D set is modeled to suit
tiles of any color, as it is modeled in
matte black. It will do a great job as an
eye-catching solution in a vibrant or
pastel colored bathroom, as well as an
appropriate detail in a monochromatic
one.
The 3D shower set for wall installation
features a thin and discreet base with
and round shower-head.
If you are looking for a stylish, but not
too flashy 3D model shower set, then
this black set is the solution you need.
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Washbasin
with faucet
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Photorealistic 3D model washbasin
with faucet will perfectly complete any
bathroom area in your 3d visualization.
This excellent 3D model is designed
of white ceramic which makes it adaptable into any color pattern that you
might be using to model you3 3D animated bathroom area.
The 3D washbasin is square, with some
spare space on the side for placing soap
or toothbrush dishes. It also features a
stylish curved faucet modeled of polished chrome, which makes the overall
impression rather sophisticated and
fashionable.
If you are on a lookout for a chic but
simple washbasin to fit your 3D bathroom interior, then this is the perfect
model for you.
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Bathtub

freestanding round
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Photorealistic 3D model freestanding
round bathtub is a perfect solution to
your 3D bathroom interior design.
The freestanding round bathtub 3D
model follows the latest trends in the
bathroom decoration field, and its sleek and elegant lines will do great job
embellishing the interior of the bathroom in your next 3D animation.
The 3D model freestanding round bathtub is white, so it will easily complement any color arrangement you might be using. If you are looking for an
effective and photorealistic 3D model
freestanding round bathtub for your
3D visualization, then this lovely item
is the perfect solution for you.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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WC pan
wall mounted
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Photorealistic 3D model wall mounted
wc pan is modeled to fit any kind of
bathroom in your 3D animation. This
particular compact 3D model combines aesthetic and functional features
to provide both appeal and practicality.
The 3D model wall mounted wc pan
is perfect for 3d bathrooms with restricted space, as the form of the pan
allows some extra space to be created.
This efficient 3D piece is modeled
to be white, so it is easy to fit it into
any 3D bathroom visualization when it
comes to both style and functionality.
The model also features clean rounded
lines, so it will appeal to both traditional
and contemporary surroundings.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Bathtub faucet
floor mount
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Photorealistic 3D model floor mount
bathtub faucet is modeled to serve as a
freestanding faucet in the 3D bathtub
in your next 3D visualization. This
shiny and elegant 3D model faucet is
modeled out of chrome with a hand
shower and a tub filler.
The single function brass and all of the
additional parts look compact and elegant, so the 3D faucet will fit perfectly
in both casual bathroom and more luxurious one.
If you are looking for an exquisite 3D
floor mount bathtub faucet then this
sophisticated and sleek 3D model is
exactly what you need. The SketchUp
model comes with Vray Settings (Vray
3.4) ready to render.
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Soap dispenser
amber
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Photorealistic 3D model amber soap
dispenser bottle is modeled to fit any
3D bathroom in your respective 3D visualization. Whether you are going for
a pastel colored, neutrally stylish bathroom or flashier and vibrant one. 3D
model soap dispenser is amber colored
with simple black and white label on it.
It is a 3D model piece modeled to be
rather elementary, but with such fine
lines and sleek design, that it manages
to stand out wherever you decide to
put it in your 3D animation.
This 3D model amber soap dispenser
bottle is a perfect addition to let the
observers know that your 3D animation is carefully planned and detailed.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Black oven

Gas hob

Tank low ball glasses

Cutlery
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Pull-down faucet

Espresso machine
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Coffe machine
Espresso machine
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Photorealistic espresso machine as 3d
model. All vray materials are textured
ready to render.
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Oven
black
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Photorealistic 3D model black oven
will be a splendid addition to the contemporary kitchen in your 3D animation. This lovely 3D model features
a monochromatic design, colored in
black with solver details, as well as
shiny glass oven door. The 3D model
black oven will bring a dash of professionalism and practicality into your
respective 3D kitchen. With this 3D
piece the kitchen in your 3D animation will get an additional dash of competence and vibrancy, as well as sense
of completeness.
If you are on a quest to find a perfectly sharp-looking oven for your 3D
kitchen, look no further, because this
model is the solution you need. All
v-ray materials are textured and ready
to render.
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Gas hob
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Photorealistic 3D model gas hob is
modeled to fit into any kitchen you
might be modeling for your future 3D
animation. Gas hobs are part of every
modern kitchen due the simple fact
that they are fast and easy to use, so
this 3D model will make your 3D kitchen look more professional and upto-date. Our 3D model gas hob has
matte black cast-iron pan supports and
manual ignition, as well four smaller
burners and one big burner.
If you are going for professional looking kitchen in your 3D animation,
then our 3D model gas hob is a perfect
addition to complement your vision.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Glasses

multi colored tank low ball
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Photorealistic 3D model tank low ball
glasses black and yellow gray are modeled to resemble those of famous
Dixon’s line of contemporary homeware. This set of two glasses is imbued
with unique and innovative sculptural
form, so that this marvelous 3D model
mirrors the famous mouth-blown glasses. What makes this model even more
eye-catching is the fusion of black and
yellow-gray that looks as if it is smoke
within the solid thick glass.
If you are a perfectionist and you are
always pushing the limits to reach perfection, then these splendid 3D model
tank low black and yellow glasses will be
a valuable detail in your 3D model animation. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Cutlery

spoon, knife and fork
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Photorealistic 3D cutlery is modeled
to fit any 3D animation involving 3D
kitchen, dinning room, restaurant or
any other 3D scenario where a set of
photorealistic 3D cutlery is needed.
This 3D cutlery consists of one big and
one small spoon, one big and one small
fork, as well as one dinning knife. It is
a complete 3D model dinning set for
one person.
The color of the 3D cutlery set is matte black, which makes it perfectly muted and neutral. 3D model cutlery set
is suitable for any 3D animation scene,
including the formal and elegant one.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Faucet

single handle pull-down for kitchen
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Photorealistic 3D model single handle,
pull-down faucet for 3D animated kitchen, will bring a modern touch to any
kind of interior that you had in mind
for your respective 3D visualization.
Sleek lines, high arch and an inconspicuous single handle, make this faucet
an admirable object in any 3D model
kitchen.
A solid looking brass construction,
shiny finish, and a flexible spring sprout
also speak volumes about the attention
that was put into modeling this 3D
model faucet.
We modeled it with attention to details, to match the effort you put
into your best 3D animations. The
SketchUp model comes with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Glasses

Tea set

Coloured vases

Smart TV

Curtain with hooks

Wall clock

Sunglass

Retro toy car

Socket with light switch

Ash, table mirror

Teapot & tea mug

Door handle set for interior

Pineapple statue

Free standing wardrobe

Water and wine glasses

Tea set

Round wall mirror

Cutlery

Vintage rug with fringes

Plant stand bowl

Hanging coat rack

Amber soap dispenser bottle

Coloured vases with plants

Round door handle
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Glasses
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ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic glasses as 3d model. All
vray materials are textured ready to
render.
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Tea set

with teapot and cup
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Photorealistic 3D tea set with teapot
and cup is exactly the detail you need
to bring attention to your kitchen or
dining room.
Even as a decorative piece, this 3D
model stylish set will be a terrific addition to any table setting.
If you are going for eclectic and a bit
avant-garde interior, this 3D model
will complement it properly with its
black and white color pattern and clean
design. However, if you are going for
some bohemian chic, this 3D model
will stand out with its soft and trendy
look.
The set includes a white tray, a black
cup with a small tray, a black teapot
and a white sugar dish.
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Coloured vases
3D MODELS
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Photorealistic 3D model colored vases
will add a delightful sprinkle of vibrancy
into any interior or exterior in your respective 3D animation.
This lovely 3D model is a perfect solution as a decoration in any 3D space,
as it manages to be both subtle and
eye-catching.
It will go with any interior and exterior
design style. 3D model colored vase
is modeled out of colored transparent
lass, looking both elegant and fun.
Whether you are creating an eclectic
or French-country interior style, or
you are modeling poolside with patio
or lush flowery garden, this beautiful
3D model colored vase will be a great
decoration.
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Smart TV
3D MODELS
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Photorealistic 3D model smart TV will
be a perfect detail in your 3D living
room space. This particular photorealistic 3D model is designed to fit in any
seating area, as a TV set is considered a
necessity in every modern home.
The 3D model smart TV is grand and
completely flat with a silver stand in
the middle. The 3D model also features a thin black frame, which makes it
elegant and easy to fit.
Smart TV is considered a must if you
want to be up-to-date, and this model
will be suitable for your 3D animation
regardless of the interior style or coloring.
All v-ray materials are textured and
ready to render.
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Curtain
with hooks
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Photorealistic 3D model curtain
with hooks is quite a necessity in any
3Dspace that features glass windows,
and we’ve designed our 3D model curtain so that it fits any room in your 3D
visualization.
We aimed to create a discreet and
neutral 3D model piece to follow any
vision you might have in mind, without
disturbing the overall effect of the 3D
space you are designing.
If you are searching for a 3D curtain to
match your windows, this gentle, functional and purposeful photorealistic
3D model curtain with hooks will do justice to your animation in every sense.
All v-ray materials are textured and
ready to render.
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Wall clock
3D MODELS
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Photorealistic 3D model wall clock will
be a terrific addition to any interior wall
in your next 3D animation.
This charming 3D piece is modeled in
white color with thin black frame and
black markings and two black pointers.
The 3D model wall clock is deliberately
designed with small dashes instead of
numbers, so it looks more casual and
contemporary.
It will go wonderfully with any color
pattern you might be using, as well as
any interior design style, from eclectic
to shabby chic.
This cute 3D model wall clock will be
a perfect detail in your respective 3D
animation.
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Sunglass
3D MODELS
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Photorealistic 3D model sunglass is a
perfect eye-catching detail to deepen
the effect of your next 3D animation.
Once you add these stylish sunglasses
to your 3D animation, you will create
the effect of both meticulousness and
trendiness. This gorgeous 3D sunglass
model is created in black color, with
catchy gold details.
These splendid sunglasses resemble the
high fashion Ray Ban’s of Clubmaster
collection, so they will make your 3D
animation appear even more chic and
up-to-date.
If you are looking for a perfectly fabulous detail to accentuate your sense
of style, then this 3D model is exactly
what you need.
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Retro toy car
3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model retro toy car
is modeled to accentuate the carefree
spirit in any 3D children room, or as a
decorative piece in any interior stylized
in retro fashion.
This fun 3D model is black and white
with a brown seat and number eight on
the side. The rounded outlines of the
frame of the car create a unique appearance resembling that of Cadillac’s
Fleetwood Roadster and some other
bellowed oldtimers.
If you are looking something to make
your 3D space livelier, this charming
3D model retro toy car will be a perfect attention-grabbing detail in your
next 3D animation.
All v-ray materials are textured and
ready to render.
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Socket

with light switch

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model socket with
light switch will be a great addition to
any interior wall in your 3D animation.
This fine 3D model piece will give your
respective 3D visualization a sense of
practicality and attention to detail.
All parts of the 3D model socket with
light switch are designed of plastic and
modeled in white, which makes this
piece a perfectly discreet addition to
the walls in your 3D animation.
Since the 3D model is white, which is
quite neutral and expected, it will go
with any wall regardless of the color in
which is painted.
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Table mirror
3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model ash table mirror will be a perfectly stylish and trendy
detail in any respective 3D animation
you might have in mind.
This beautiful 3D mirror will give your
3D visualization a sense of meticulousness and care, and on the same note,
it will also complement the overall
appearance of the room in which it is
placed.
This chic 3D table mirror features a
square ash wooden frame with rounded
edges, which makes it soft and inconspicuous looking.
If you are on a quest to find some great
looking details to fit into your next 3D
visualization.
All v-ray materials are textured.
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Teapot
with tea mug

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model teapot & tea
mug make a charming tea set that will
make a lovely detail in both your 3d kitchen and dining room.
This amazing 3D model tea set features a contemporary design with round
lines and without old-fashioned handles on the sides. The 3D model teapot
& tea mug features a matte black color,
with some pastel elements.
This particular piece can even be a
delightful decorative piece, due to its
simple and clean, but modern design.
If you are looking for a cute and practical accessory to add to your 3D animation, than this marvelous 3D piece
could be exactly what you need.
All v-ray materials are textured.
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Door handle
set for interior

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model door handle
set for interior is exactly the set you
need to add a refined sense of detail
in the interior of your respective 3D
animation.
Our 3D model door handle set comes
in aluminum and aluminum black o you
can choose your preferred shade based
on the color patterns and general interior design style in your 3D animation.
The 3D model comes with a door handle and a lock rosette, so it is perfectly
photorealistic and it will make your
visualization look all the more constructive and pragmatic.
If you like stylish and meaningful details, then our 3D model door handle
set for interior is just what you need.
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Pineapple
statue

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model pineapple
statue will bring both refined and
playful touch to any interior design
style you might be going for in your 3D
animation, as well as any color pattern
you might be using.
This interesting 3D model accessory is
modeled in black color, so it will perfectly complement any eclectic décor,
but it will also be an eye-catching detail in any casual or traditional looking
room. If you are searching for a perfect
decorative accessory to make the interior of your respective 3D animation both more elegant and whimsical,
then our 3D model pineapple statue is
exactly what you need.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Standing

free standing wardrobe

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model free standing
wardrobe is modeled to be incorporated into the interior of your next 3D
visualization. This particular 3D model
will especially complement hallways
and bedrooms of minimalistic interior
designs, as well as those 3D interiors
where saving space is necessary. This
practical and charming 3D model free
standing wardrobe is modeled in accordance with the newest Scandinavian
interior design trend that is becoming
more and more popular all around the
world. The simple and clean design features matte metal hooks set on three
pale wooden sticks, and it will successfully embellish any kind of 3D animation you might have in mind. Sketchup
and 3ds max formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Glasses

water and wine glasses with patterns
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ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model different water and wine glasses with patterns are
terrific addition to any respective kitchen cabinet or bar.
All of the 3D model glasses are modeled of colorless glass with different
patterns on them. There are five 3D
model different water and wine glasses
with patterns in one set, which means
that you will get a variety of items for a
very affordable price.
These charming 3D glasses can be used
for both formal and informal settings in
your 3D animation, because they are
both elegant and fun-looking at the
same time.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Candle holder
wall metal candle holder

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D wall metal candle
holder will be a splendid and eye-catching decoration on the wall of your
next 3D animation. Geometrical shapes never go out of style when it comes
to both fashion and interior design.
Keeping that in mind, we created this
charming model to fit any room, regardless of the particular trend that you
are trying to follow.
This discreet 3D wall metal candle
holder is a perfect mixture of discretion and eye-catching design. 3D wall
andle holder is modeled with a matte
black geometrically shaped frame and
a white candle in the holder.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Wall mirror
round

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model round wall
mirror is a perfect fit for any hallway,
bedroom or bathroom in your next 3D
animation. This low-key 3D model piece features a rather simple design with
clean round shape and without any attention-grabbing decoration. The 3D
model round wall mirror consists of a
circular mirror with simple black framework and a black string used to hang
the mirror onto the wall. This elegant
3D model round wall mirror will go
perfectly with a variety of styles, but
especially with minimalistic and contemporary chic interior décor. If you
are looking for an inconspicuous but
modern addition to decorate your wall,
this 3D model mirror is an ideal solution. Sketchup and 3ds max formats
are textured. The SketchUp model
comes with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4)
ready to render.
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Cutlery

spoon, knife and fork

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D cutlery is modeled
to fit any 3D animation involving 3D
kitchen, dinning room, restaurant or
any other 3D scenario where a set of
photorealistic 3D cutlery is needed.
This 3D cutlery consists of one big and
one small spoon, one big and one small
fork, as well as one dinning knife. It is
a complete 3D model dinning set for
one person.
The color of the 3D cutlery set is matte black, which makes it perfectly muted and neutral. 3D model cutlery set
is suitable for any 3D animation scene,
including the formal and elegant one.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Vintage rug
with fringes

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model vintage rug
with fringes is modeled to fit perfectly
into any interior that you have in mind
for your next 3D animation. Whether
you want to create a contemporary
space with minimalistic elements and
eclectic decorations, or vintage with
fully used space, this marvelous 3D
model vintage rug with fringes will be
a suitable addition.
3D model rug is modeled to be discreet with short fringes on two of its sides
and neutral pastel color. We aimed to
model a simplistic floor cover that
wouldn’t be overwhelming or draw attention from the rest of your 3D visualization. Sketchup and 3ds max formats
are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Plant stand bowl
3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D plant stand ball is
modeled to be both outdoor and indoor decoration in your respective 3D
visualization. 3D model plant stand ball
consists of a metal frame, painted in
gold.
The top of the 3D model looks like one
half of a golden sphere featuring a tree
in it. This particular 3d model piece is
will be a chic addition to any kind of 3D
space, as it will add a certain abstract
vibe to it.
You will also be able to fit this beautiful 3D model plant stand ball with any
kind of style, from vintage to eclectic.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Coat rack
with hangers

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model hanging coat
rack with hangers is both a perfect decorative element and a very practical
addition to both a 3D bedroom or a
3D hallway.
This 3D model piece will give any 3D
space a sense of purpose and finesse. 3D model hanging coat rack with
hangers consists of hangers that are
suspended with a cord from the ceiling
or a wall.
All of the 3D hangers are modeled of
oak wood, so they are easy to fit into
any kind of stylish or casual 3D space
in your 3D animation. Sketchup and
3ds max formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Soap dispenser
amber

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model amber soap
dispenser bottle is modeled to fit any
3D bathroom in your respective 3D visualization. Whether you are going for
a pastel colored, neutrally stylish bathroom or flashier and vibrant one. 3D
model soap dispenser is amber colored
with simple black and white label on it.
It is a 3D model piece modeled to be
rather elementary, but with such fine
lines and sleek design, that it manages
to stand out wherever you decide to
put it in your 3D animation.
This 3D model amber soap dispenser
bottle is a perfect addition to let the
observers know that your 3D animation is carefully planned and detailed.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Coloured vases
with plants

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model colored vases
with plants will be a terrific decoration
in your next 3D animation. 3D model colored vases with plants will be a
perfect addition to any style of both
interior and exterior. This particular
3D model consists of three different
colored vases with different floral plants in them. All three 3D model vases
are different in size, which gives them a
modern and casual touch. This vibrant
3D model will always make a 3D space
look more joyful and spontaneous.
If you are looking for a pretty decoration that will make your 3D animation
livelier, then this lovely 3D model is
perfect for you. Sketchup and 3ds max
formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Door handle
round

3D MODELS

ACCESSORIES
Photorealistic 3D model round door
handle was modeled to look effective
despite its rather simple use and inconspicuousness. Its rounded design
manages to merge traditional look
with contemporary. It will be perfectly
fitting for offices, living rooms, bedrooms or any other 3D space with doors
in your 3D animation. The 3D model
round door handle is colored in muted
metal black, which gives it the additional note of elegance and timeless style.
We are aware how every detail of your
3D visualization might be important to
you. Something as seamless as a 3D
model door handle can add a stylish
touch to every 3D animation you might have in mind.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Retro round ceiling lamp

Floor lamp

Classic brass table lamp

Arc living floor lamp

Minimalist table lamp

Round glass pendant light

Anthracite floor lamp

Classic table lamp round

Metal copper pendant lamp

Turning table lamp

Adjustable ceiling spot light

Copper pendant lamp set

Branch pendant lamp

Vintage table lamp

Adjustable spotlights
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Ceiling lamp

Retro round ceiling lamp set

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model retro round
ceiling lamp set is a perfect lighting
solution for any kind of 3D interior
you are modeling for your current 3D
animation.
This 3D piece features six differently
shaped lamps which are attached to six
strings of different size.
All six lamps are made of neutral,
gray-colored glass, and they all hang
next to each other which creates a
chandelier effect.
Whether your interior is modeled to
be modern and fancy, or old fashioned
and classic, this 3D retro round ceiling
lamp set will perfectly embellish the
ceilings of the rooms.
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Floor lamp
with round light shape

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model floor lamp
with round light shape will be a terrific
detail in any indoor space in your 3D
visualization.
This particular 3D model is somewhat
avant-garde, which gives it a contemporary vibe so it will fit in with a variety
of interior decoration style. 3D floor
lamp features simplistically outlined
frame, with a round light shape set on
the black tripod.
This 3D model floor lamp will do miracles embellishing a minimalistically
decorated interior, as well as any other
stylish interiors, such as highly popular
Nordic trend and the contemporary
industrial design.
All vray materials are textured ready
to render.
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Table lamp
Classic brass table lamp

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model classic brass
table lamp is a stylish 3D piece that will
fit perfectly as a both decorative and
practical addition in any 3D interior
area you might be creating.
This discreet but fashionable 3D model features a classical design with a
modern twist, so it will be great as an
element in any room, regardless of the
style or colors.
This lovely 3D lamp is modeled with a
matte black abatjour and a brass base
with a tripod look.
Whether you are going for the
ever-trendy contemporary industrial
design or a vibrant transitional interior
design, this terrific lamp will do a great
job complementing your 3D space.
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Floor lamp

Arc living floor lamp in metal black

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model arc living
floor lamp in metal black is a perfect
solution for the additional lighting in
the interior in your 3D animation. This
marvelous 3D model floor lamp is designed in matte black color, so it will
be perfectly inconspicuous and stylish
wherever in your 3D visualization you
decide to place it.
The 3D model arc living floor lamp also
features rounded shapes and outlines,
which softens its overall imression,
making it a perfect contemporary element in one of the rooms in your respective 3D animation.
If you are looking for a nice and discreet lighting solution for your animation,
then this 3D piece is perfect for you.
All v-ray materials are textured and
ready to render.
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Table lamp

modern & contemporary minimalist

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model modern &
contemporary minimalist table lamp
will be a terrific addition to any at-home or company office table that you
might have in your 3D animation.
This practical and inconspicuous 3D
model feature elegantly designed frame with a metallic champagne finish
and a naked light bulb.
The fact that the 3D modern & contemporary minimalist lamp doesn’t
have an expected abatjour might look
surprising, but it gives this chic lamp a
simplistic look that makes it perfect for
eclectic and even bohemian interiors.
If you need a nice modern lamp to fulfil
your interior, that this lovely piece is
your answer.
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Pendant light
round glass pendant light

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model round glass
pendant light will be a wonderfully
decorative and practical touch on the
interior ceiling in your next 3D animation.
This splendid 3D piece features three
different sizes and shapes of pendants,
hanging on three uneven strings, which
achieves a completely eye-catching
and captivating effect. This marvelous
3D model round glass pendant light
resembles an old-fashioned chandelier,
but with a modern and edgy twist, so it
will make your 3D space look both chic
and refreshingly awe-inspiring.
If you are looking for a pretty and decorative lighting solution for your respective 3D animation then this 3D
model is exactly what you’re looking
for.
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Floor lamp
anthracite floor lamp
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LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model anthracite
floor lamp is a chic and artsy looking
piece, designed to fit virtually any interior space in your 3D animation.
The 3D model lamp features contemporary geometrical design, that places
it in the array of modern interior accessories.
However, this particular 3D model piece has such a fine framing and an outstanding form, which makes it suitable
addition to a variety of interior styles.
In addition to the overall composition,
the 3D model anthracite floor lamp is
colored in matte black, so it will go well
with any color pattern in your respective 3D visualization.
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Table lamp

classic table lamp round

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model classic table
lamp round is designed to fit any office
or living area in your 3D animation.
Whether the style you are going for
is causal or official, this charming 3D
classic table lamp will do it justice.
This excellent 3D model is designed
of matte metal, but it features round
outlines which makes it a perfect fit for
both minimalistic company office spaces, or relaxed at-home offices.
The 3D classic table lamp will be a great addition to any eclectic or homey
interior that you might have in mind
for your next 3D visualization.
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Pendant lamp
modern metal copper
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LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model modern metal copper pendant lamp is modeled to
adorn any ceiling in your 3D animation. This particular 3D model pendant
lamp has a copper base with aluminum
string which holds a particularly interesting copper frame with a light bulb
inside.
The copper frame of the 3D lamp is
modeled to be completely round, so it
resembles a ball made of intricate and
fine copper lace.
This graceful and captivating 3D model
modern metal copper pendant lamp
will add a refined and vintage touch to
any interior design style you might be
building in your 3D animation.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Turning lamp
turning table lamp
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LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model turning table
lamp is perfect lighting solution to
any respective at-home office or office space in general, as well as specific
science-related work rooms, that you
might use for your next 3D animation.
Needless to say, this particular 3D model may be placed on any flat surface,
with electrical socket nearby. This 3D
model turning table lamp consists of
two parts, one of which is the base and
the other which is the head of the lamp
with a light bulb inside.
The lamp is modeled from two separate parts, which enable the head of the
lamp to be moved and adjusted in accordance with its user’s needs.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Spot light

adjustable ceiling spot light

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model adjustable
ceiling spot light is suitable for both
interior and exterior ceilings.
This particular spot light features a
simple design, with clean rounded shape, so it is perfect if you are looking for
an inconspicuous and discreet look.
White color never goes out of fashion,
so we modeled the 3D adjustable ceiling spot light to be white, so it won’t
look out of place once it is installed
onto the ceiling of interior or exterior
of your 3D visualization. If you are looking for a smooth and unnoticeable
lighting solution, than our 3D adjustable ceiling spot light is exactly what
you need.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Pendant lamp

copper round pendant lamp set
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LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model copper round
pendant lamp set will look marvelous
on any ceiling in your 3D animation,
especially if you are going for a fashionable and modern décor.
This 3D model lamp set consists of
four pendant lamps, all of which are
differently shaped.
The lamps manage to look both compact and mismatched, as they are different but still share the same sleek
copper-bronze finish. This interesting
lack of symmetry makes this gorgeous
lamp set particularly eye-catching and
alluring.
This wonderful 3D model piece will beautifly embellish one of the ceilings in
your 3D animation space.
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Pendant lamp
branch pendant lamp

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model branch pendant lamp is a perfect contemporary
piece that will fit into any eclectic,
minimalistic and modern 3D space in
your respective 3D animation.
This lovely 3D model consists of branch-like frame, with inconspicuous glass
bulbs on top of each branch. The frame of the 3D branch pendant lamp
is modeled of copper, while the bulbs
are modeled of clear, completely see
through glass. With its fine lines and
simple but catchy design, this 3D
model branch pendant lamp will be a
perfectly elegant addition to any wall
or ceiling in your favorite 3D visualization. Sketchup and 3ds max formats
are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Table lamp
vintage table lamp
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LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model vintage table
lamp is made to fit any style that you
might be going with the interior of you
3D animation.
The 3D model lamp is vintage by design, but it will be a vibrant addition to a
minimalistic and sophisticated style interior, while it will also match with the
overall spirit of any chic or boho style
interior as well.
The 3D model vintage table lamp is
lacquered on the outside, so it is shiny
and reflective. The 3D model lamp
stands on a polished thin aluminum
frame, which gives the 3D model lamp
a discreet and inconspicuous look.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Ceiling spot

Adjustable recessed ceiling spotlights

3D MODELS

LIGHTING
Photorealistic 3D model adjustable
recessed ceiling spotlight is a perfect
touch to any ceiling. It’s modern and
discreet design make this 3D model
a proper choice for any 3D animation
you might opt for.
This 3D adjustable recessed ceiling
spotlight is stylishly designed, being
round and discreetly white, so it will be
both seamless and fashionable feature
on any ceiling in any part of your 3D
visualization interior.
The 3D model adjustable recessed
ceiling spotlight is a suitable choice for
modern but practical lighting, but it
will also speak volume about the overall
minimalistic fashion sense of its owner.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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ITEM X

Round armchair

Comfortable daybed

Cozy sofa

Outdoor chaise longue

Chillout rattan chair

Daybed outdoor furniture

Metal coffee table

Aluminium armchair

Outdoor pool chaise lounge

Outdoor leather armchair

Modern dining table

Plant stand bowl

Modular sofa

Armchair with upholstery
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Lounge chair
modern outdoor & indoor

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model modern outdoor & indoor lounge chair is exactly
what you need to bring attention to
any kind of space you might be creating for your next 3D animation. This
lovely and vibrant 3D model piece
features a delightful orange frame,
creating an intricate and eye-catching
design resembling the old-fashioned
outdoorsy straw chairs.
This awesome photorealistic 3D model
modern outdoor & indoor lounge chair
is an attention-grabbing and inviting
chic piece of 3D furniture that will add
a dash of fun to its surroundings.
If you are looking for an interesting seating solution to incorporate into your
3D animation, then this 3D model is
perfect for you.
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Round armchair
dining chair

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model round armchair & dining chair is a delightful
modern 3D piece of furniture that will
go wonderfully with any interior that
requires an interesting looking seat,
including the dining room area in your
3D visualization.
The 3D model armchair is modeled of
plastic with black legs and seat, and an
interesting transparent back and armrest part. This chic 3D chair will add
an exciting touch of swank elegance to
your 3D animation.
If you are looking for a piece that will
make your 3D space look a little bit
more fun and posh, than our 3D round
armchair & dining chair is a perfect fit
for you.
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Daybed

comfortable for outside

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model daybed outdoor furniture is contemporary, laidback piece that will go perfectly both
as a poolside daybed or restful-looking
garden furniture. This particular 3D
piece is modeled to fit any exterior
when it comes to both décor and color. The 3D daybed outdoor furniture
has round grey sides, upholstered with
thick wide braiding. The model also has
a round white comfy-looking seat and
three greyish fluffy pillows. The 3D
daybed will add an inviting and relaxing
vibe to your 3D exterior. Round shape
and neutral colors make this gorgeous
3D model daybed outdoor furniture
a splendid detail in any 3D animation.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Cozy sofa
with round shapes

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model cozy sofa with
round shapes is modeled with rounded
shapes and numerous cushions. The
aim of this particular 3D model piece is
to look comfortable and inviting as the
central object of a living room in your
next 3D animation.
The 3D model cozy sofa with round
shapes is colored in neutral grey with
darker cushions, so it will do a splendid
job fitting into any neutral or vibrant
colored 3D space you might intend to
use it for. This particular 3D model is
also a terrific solution for any exterior,
especially gardens and patios in your
3D visualization.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Chaise longue
with wheels

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic Outdoor chaise longue, bringing contemporary design
with a twist to any respective exterior. This simplistic but warm chaise
longue resembles that of a late 19th
century, with a modern clean outline
and a minimalistic approach. It consists
of white aluminum frame, with earthy-yellow cushions. The chaise longue also has two wheels conveniently
set at one end, making this marvelous
piece of furniture easy to handle. You
can effortlessly change the position of
the outdoor chaise longue to fit the
particular look of your exterior. This
cozy-looking and conformable piece of
furniture will successfully accentuate
the gorgeous greenery of your garden,
and bring some spirit to your plain concrete terrace as well. It will perfectly
adjust to any visualization you might
create.
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Hanging chair
chillout rattan

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model chillout rattan hanging chair can be used as both
interior and exterior piece of 3D model furniture. This charming 3D piece
will bring a relaxing and modern vibe to
your 3D animation space with its sleek
and captivating design.
The 3D model chillout rattan hanging
chair consists of a dark aluminum base,
which holds a delightful seating basket
braided of white rattan, with a cozy
white cushion in it. This 3D model
piece will look enchanting in your 3D
back yard, as a poolside furniture or as
a cozy touch in your 3D living room.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Daybed
outdoor furniture

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model daybed outdoor furniture is contemporary, laidback piece that will go perfectly both
as a poolside daybed or restful-looking
garden furniture. This particular 3D
piece is modeled to fit any exterior
when it comes to both décor and color. The 3D daybed outdoor furniture
has round grey sides, upholstered with
thick wide braiding. The model also has
a round white comfy-looking seat and
three greyish fluffy pillows.
The 3D daybed will add an inviting
and relaxing vibe to your 3D exterior.
Round shape and neutral colors make
this gorgeous 3D model daybed outdoor furniture a splendid detail in any
3D animation.
All v-ray materials are textured and
ready to render.
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Coffee table
modern metal

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model modern metal coffee table will be one awesome
addition to any stylish 3D animation.
This lovely 3D model piece resembles
a simple contemporary club table, but
thin filigran table legs give it a note of
sophistication and refinement. The top
of the table is round with a prominent
rim, which makes it look almost like a
tray.
The finish on both the top and the legs
is aluminum white, so this 3D modern
metal coffee table will be easy to fit in
any kind of 3D interior or exterior of
your next 3D visualization.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Armchair

aluminium for interior and exterior

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3d model aluminum armchair for interior and exterior is modeled to fit any 3D animation scenario,
whether if it is indoor or outdoor 3D
scenography. This particular 3D model
aluminum chair is created to be inconspicuous, so it is highly adjustable to
any possible 3D animation.
Discreet lines and simple design, as
well as matte aluminum make this
3D model armchair suitable addition
to any design styles you might have
in mind. You can also choose between
matte black or matte white color, depending of the tone of the 3D space
you are going for.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Chaise lounge
outdoor pool

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D outdoor chaise pool
lounge is modeled to fit any outdoor
scenography you might have in mind
for your 3D animation, especially if
a pool is included in the respective
3D animation. The 3D model outdoor pool chaise lounge has a rounded
backrest made of pale rattan, while the
comfy-looking white cushion, as well
as two cozy pillows. The 3D model outdoor pool chaise lounge looks modern,
inviting and relaxing at the same time.
This awesome 3D model will be a terrific addition to 3D visualizations that
are characterized by outdoorsy and
breezy scenery, as well as the waterside
3D animations. Sketchup and 3ds max
formats are textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Out. armchair
with steel grid

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D outdoor summer
leather armchair with steel grid is modeled to fit any kind of outdoorsy 3D
animation you might be going for. The
3D outdoor summer leather armchair
consists of steel, matte-black frame,
as well as a cozy and daring looking
leather seat. The 3D outdoor chair looks inviting and it will go well with any
garden-greenery or concrete patio you
are creating in your 3D visualization.
The 3D model outdoor summer leather armchair with steel grid features
both relaxing and chic look, so you
can’t go wrong if you opt for it in your
3D animation for interior and exterior.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Dining table
with metal base

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model modern dining table with metal base is a perfect
fit for both indoor and outdoor 3D
scenography in your respective 3D
animation. This lovely 3D model piece has an interesting and colorful top
made of the mixture of walnut and granite. The awesome top gives it a very
chic and up-to-date vibe, while the
simple metal base makes this 3D model dining table look eclectic and solid.
The 3D modern dining table with metal
base is also characterized with traditional rectangle shape, which is always
good when it comes to fitting it into a
certain 3D animation.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Plant stand bowl
3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D plant stand ball is
modeled to be both outdoor and indoor decoration in your respective 3D
visualization. 3D model plant stand ball
consists of a metal frame, painted in
gold.
The top of the 3D model looks like one
half of a golden sphere featuring a tree
in it. This particular 3d model piece is
will be a chic addition to any kind of 3D
space, as it will add a certain abstract
vibe to it.
You will also be able to fit this beautiful 3D model plant stand ball with any
kind of style, from vintage to eclectic.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured.
The SketchUp model comes with Vray
Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to render.
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Modular sofa
landscape outdoor & indoor

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D modular sofa landscape outdoor & indoor is a very futuristic looking piece of 3D model furniture. The 3D modular sofa was designed
to bring a sense of novelty and fashion-forwardness to any 3D indoor
and outdoor. The 3D model sofa has an
eye-catching rounded design, and it is
covered with soft-looking, grey fabric.
The sofa is seemingly made of separate
sitting areas joint together to create
a unique and innovative sofa. This 3D
model sofa looks impressive and sci-fi
on its own, so it will make any 3D space
animation look exciting and stylish.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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Armchair

with upholstery for indoor & outdoor

3D MODELS

OUTDOOR
Photorealistic 3D model armchair with
upholstery for indoor and outdoor is
modeled to add a stylish comfort to
any space in your 3D animation. The
3D model chair consists of a sleek
black metal frame, and a cushy-looking
fabric cover and soft filling. It will fit
perfectly in any kind of 3D animation,
whether the scenography is indoor or
outdoor. The 3D model armchair looks
both inviting and contemporary at the
same time, so it will bring the best of
both worlds to your newest 3D visualization. Even as a single object in your
3D garden this armchair will manage
to look gorgeous and effective enough.
Sketchup and 3ds max formats are
textured. The SketchUp model comes
with Vray Settings (Vray 3.4) ready to
render.
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CONTACTS
Monday to Friday: 10am to 6pm
Website:

www.danthree.com

Email Address:

info@danthree.com

Facebook:

danthree3D

Instagram:

dan.three_
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HELP / CUSTOMER SERVICE
We are pleased to help our customer finding the best
solution and resolving eventual technical problems
with 3D models.
Common questions easily get a solution in our FAQ
area, at our website dedicated area. Otherwise we
could always be consulted for any further question by
our contact address.
Thank you for been supporting danthree.com.
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